The Security & Sustainability Guide: Project Overview October 2016
Into a New Era of Danger and Uncertainty
The Security & Sustainability Guide (S&SG), in preparation since 2014, already identifies 1,531 organizations concerned
with some or all aspects of “security” (including arms control, terrorism, conflict, peacekeeping, cyber-terrorism, and
human security) and/or “sustainability” (including climate change, sustainable development, biodiversity, low- or nocarbon economies, green business and economics, and new human-centered paradigms). Existing organizations
continue to be identified and more are being created, so the total number in the Guide will certainly continue to rise.
The S&SG is a response to the fact that the scope of fundamental challenges facing humanity and the planet is greatly
understated and therefore underappreciated, and that people and nations can be neither secure if unsustainable, nor
sustainable if insecure.
A transformation in global effort toward “sustainability” is underway. This change has several related labels, such as
Sustainable Development, Low-Carbon Society, Green Growth, No-Growth, and theCircular Economy. It is driven in large
part by the threats of climate change which UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon calls “the central challenge of our
times,” warning that “we are the last generation that can do something about climate change.” But progress is
problematic. It is far from clear that new projects and technologies – orvoluntary pledges from COP 21 – will suffice.
There is not only the need to reduce CO2 emissions, but to give more attention to rapidly increasing methane releases
from the thawing Arctic, to cope with rising sea levels, and acknowledge potential planetary boundary tipping points.
Oceans, air, water, biodiversity, and land – where all humanity lives, moves and works – are increasingly at risk.
Unfortunately, progress toward global security is slipping. Recent events and current circumstances indicate that state
and human security are no longer under the control of any level of government. Insufficient and inappropriate security
ways and means are both the cause of obstacles to progress on sustainability, and the reason why sustainability remains
too weak to underpin durable, broad-based security.
The condition of the security-sustainability nexus is a significant driver of the rise of inequality within and among states
and nations. Only a tiny global minority of the very rich and powerful have the ways and means to achieve resilience in
troubled times and places. The majority of humanity is struggling, and the hundreds of millions of poor and very poor
suffer the soonest, more deeply and the longest from insecurity and its amplification by extreme impacts of climate
change. Agendas for sustainability, notably among them the UN’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals and the COP 21
Declaration, increasingly state goals suggesting security/sustainability overlaps and relationships, with a focus on ending
poverty, meeting basic human needs,enforcing humane laws, reducing inequality, and coping with climate change.
Better news is that there is a growing response to the connected challenges of insecurity and unsustainability. Many
hundreds of organizations with mandates, plans, and programs of international interest have been established in recent
decades to address them. But the S&SG is the first formal effort to map the two fields in a format and in the detail which
can help organizations better understand global problems, use their resources more productively, and collaborate with
others more effectively. There are thousands of guides for understanding flora and fauna, as well as cities, regions, and
countries. It is time for a guide toSecurity and Sustainability organizations!
Principals (also see Appendix II)
Michael Marien [LaFayette NY; former editor, Future Survey;WAAS Fellow]
David Harries [Kingston, Ontario; chair, Canadian Pugwash; WAAS Fellow]
Michael Sales [Newburyport MA; former co-chair, Society for Organizational Learning, North America]
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Five Purposes of the S&S Guide
1) To describe the expanding world of security and sustainability organizations: non-profits (international and
national), but also including academic institutes, government agencies, UN agencies and programs, foundations,
and for-profit businesses and consultancies. Of 1,531 identified as of August2016 – far more than initially
expected – more than half started up since 2001-2002.
2) To identify organizations both large and small, establishment and non-establishment, scientific and activist,
generalist and specialist, profit and non-profit.Doing so exposes special efforts on niche issues that may make a
major contribution but otherwise would be missed. S&SG website information assembled on each includes
vision, mandates, programs, key publications, personnel details, date of founding, and central office locations.
3) To help these organizations and interested individuals to connect to various centers of expertise and emerging
S&S ideas, agendas, and strategies; and to move towards more and better alliances, consortia, and networks,
with lessfragmentation of urgently needed effort on importantexistential issues.
4) To encourage organizations to broaden their horizon:those focused on “security” could—and should-encompass “sustainability” concerns such as food, energy and water, and those focused on “sustainability”
issues could see them as elements of state and human security. It is unlikely that all or most S&S organizations
will network together, but more collaboration deserves promotion.
5) To position the problems of security and sustainability as a knowledge management challenge.An avalanche
of information is available in both sectors. The need for a map, which every organization can easily use to
effectively identify and access what is of most use to them, is obvious.
Current Status
An illustrative August 2016 “Interim Draft” PDF of 277 pages is available on request. It includes:


Introduction, including a chart of S&S Organization growth, 1945-2015 (median start-up date: 2001-2002)

Part 1 Overviews:
(a) Major Categories Index – see Appendix 1, below;
(b) Listing of 50 Notable Organizations, briefly annotated;
(c) Listing of 107Notable Publications(mostlyrecent reports only available online);
(d) Listing of 25 Notable Individuals who have made important contributions (to be added later);
(e) Listing of 123 Information Portals providing links to climate concerns and other S&S topics
Part 2 Organization Title Index to 1,531 organizations, with links to Part 3 write-ups;
Part 3 Organization Descriptions of 383 organizations, generally the most important ones;
Part 4 Subject Index of 71 pages, with links to 537 categories and to 383 Part 3 write-ups.
Future Development of the S&S Guide
The Guide requires 2-3additional associates to assist in Part 3 write-ups, communicate with the organizations identified,
verify and update existing information, promote productive working relationships among organizations and the Guide,
and to publicize and seek input to the Guide’s evolving contents and plans. Ongoing foundation and/or “angel” support
will be needed so that the Guide can be fully developed, freely distributed, and continuously updated.
The more fully developed S&S Guide will have several additional features:
 An index by organization location (most S&S organizations are in major Northern European and North American
cities that are already leaders in security and sustainability policies).
 An index by date of founding (so that new organizations and trends are readily identified).
 A narrative that ties together the most noteworthy organizations in major categories (e.g., business, cities)
 A website and monthly e-newsletter to keep interested persons informed of new projects, organizations, books,
and reports, and provide the latest update to the entire S&S Guide.
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APPENDIX I: Major Categories in the S&S Guide
Some illustrative categories from the Subject Index of the August “Interim Draft” (est. # of organizations inparentheses):
Accounting (15), Agriculture (22), Alliances (77), Amazon (7), Arctic (19), “Big Green” Groups (10),Biodiversity
(16),Business (51), Certifying Organizations (12), Cities (37), Climate and Security (7), Climate Change (75), Conservation
(14),Economics Rethinking (35), Education (19), Energy (84), Environmental Justice (7), Environmental Law (10), Finance
(40), Food (33), Forests (27), Foundations (75),Governance (24), Green Growth/Jobs (18), Health (8), Human Rights (23),
Human Security (16), Indigenous People (10), Investing (20), Migration (9),Nuclear Weapons (24), Oceans (53), Peace
(51), Population (19), Religious Groups (15), Risk (13), Scientists’ Groups (18), Security/Strategy (38), System
Analysis/Integration (10), Terrorism (16), UN Agencies and Programs (35), Universities (19), Water (40), World
Futures/Global Affairs (48), and Youth Groups (22). Perhaps most important: Information Portals (123), guiding users to
green products, recycling, environmental issues, energy options, S&S books, nuclear weapons, climate change, climate
change skeptics, and socially responsible investing; the S&S Guide will thus be serving as a unique “portal to portals.”
APPENDIX II: A Bit More About the Principals
The three Principals have very different educational and career backgrounds, which nevertheless fit together nicely for
the S&S Guide. We are all former members of the World Future Society, where we met,and have spent our working
lives thinking in transdisciplinary ways about probable, possible, and preferred futures. And we are all deeply in favor of
facilitating a “just, verdant, and peaceful society” (to cite the slogan of a major US foundation), while looking for a new
paradigm to hasten the necessary transformation to secure sustainability.

MICHAEL MARIEN(LaFayette NY; mmarien@twcny.rr.com) holds a Ph.D. in interdisciplinary social science and national
planning from the Maxwell School at Syracuse University. He founded and edited Future Survey, a monthly publication
of the World Future Society (1979-2008), and wrote more than 20,000 abstracts of futures-relevant books, reports, and
articles. After nominal “retirement,” he created a website, www.GlobalForesightBooks.org, which has posted some
5,000 brief abstracts of recent books, but is presently dormant so as to pursue the S&S Guide. He has published more
than a hundred articles in futures publications; most recently “Evolution=Sustainability: Ten Propositions on the
Emerging Organizational Macro-System” (World Future Review, 7:4, Nov 2015, 159-179), based on an early interim draft
of the S&S Guide. Another version, “Sustainability: Past and Future,” is in the WAAS online journal Eruditio(2:1, Feb
2016). In his spare time, Michael tends a garden and walks his two dogs in the Adirondacks.

DAVID HARRIES(Kingston, Ont.;jdsharries@bell.net) earned a Ph.D. in nuclear engineering from the University of
London. He served in the Canadian military for several decades, was Director of Curriculum Planning and Deputy
Commandant at the National Defence College of Canada, and has directed a MA program at the Royal Military College in
Kingston. He has lived in 20 countries and traveled to another 93 countries. He is presently Chair of the Canadian
affiliate of the Pugwash Conference on Science and Global Affairs (a major “big peace” organization with 50 affiliates),
Associate Director of Foresight Canada, and security foresight facilitator at Carleton University in Ottawa. David is
interested in all five security domains, civil-military relations, aboriginal entrepreneurship, human security engineering,
peacekeeping, and societal resilience. He is a passionate trout fisherman, and Assistant Coach of the Royal Military
College varsity rugby team.

MICHAEL SALES(Newburyport MA; mjsales@comcast.net) has an Ed.D. from Harvard University, where leading
organization theorist Chris Argyris chaired his dissertation committee. He is co-founder of Art of the Future consultants
for uncertain times, co-creator of the Structural Dynamics Strategic Leadership Development Process, and co-author of
Life-Sustaining Organizations. Prominent former clients include the US Naval War College, US Dept. of State, UN midlevel managers, EarthWatch Institute, The Manomet Center for Conservation Sciences, Massachusetts General Hospital,
Microsoft, MIT Information Services, Harvard Institute for Education Management, and Ownership Associates. He
recently served as co-chair of the Society for Organizational Learning, North America, founded by MIT’s Peter Senge, a
seminal leader in organization learning. He is an avid cyclist, stamp collector, and part-time rock‘n roll singer.
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